The Foundation For Living Beauty

The Foundation for Living Beauty received a grant to help with a month of programming which will include: four facilitator led workshops, one movement series that includes three to four classes and one Day Retreat that includes a full day of workshops. Each month will have a theme with topics including gratitude, reclaiming oneself and resilience. The Foundation for Living Beauty aims to educate, uplift and empower women with cancer through wellness retreats, educational workshops and support services. They serve approximately 1,059 women and are currently working to modify their programs to accommodate the Coronavirus pandemic and its impact on in-person services.
Two recipients of the Foundation for Living Beauty have found ways to give back by starting their own nonprofit to help beautify a room in a cancer patient’s home in order to put a smile on their face. While another has made sure that her Living Beauty sister has food that she needs. The women served by The Foundation for Living Beauty have found many ways to give back.

**Los Angeles House Of Ruth**

Los Angeles House or Ruth received a grant to support the operating expenses of one of their transitional shelter houses. This will help them provide a safe and secure transitional shelter program to enable their families to overcome barriers to self-sufficiency within two years. The mission of the Los Angeles House of Ruth is to provide transitional and emergency housing, permanent supportive housing and permanent housing for homeless and battered women and their children. They believe that when homeless individuals receive the services they need in a timely and engaging manner they can overcome obstacles to self-sufficiency.

Many former LAHR clients return as volunteers. They have a strong desire to give back to the organization that once gave so much to them. They have the unique ability to empathize with a deep understanding of what homeless and often battered families need.

Please help us spread the news about the amazing work of the grant recipients! Share our posts with your friends and family. Liking, commenting, sharing increases our reach to readers.

The world needs lots of good news so let's share the accomplishments of the Leo Buscaglia Foundation and its grant recipients.

**Visit our Social Media Sites!**

**Help the Foundation**

Your donations help us carry forward the message of Dr. Buscaglia. We can continue to show love to our world.
Read about two AMAZING grant recipients!
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